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FEATURE
Holding the Tension
I wanted to quit after I got the head, chest and one leg of a dog painted. All the usual
justi cations ran through my mind: I'm thirsty; I'm getting tired; do I dare keep going?
What if I ruin it?

These kinds of eeting thoughts, rooted in fear, can give us creatives permission to
ee our work prematurely. When one of my art teachers talked about holding the
tension, I believe he meant ghting the constant urge to run away because you're
afraid your next move might be disastrous and impossible to recover from.
Writers do this, too, says Christina Katz. "We it. We oat. We ee...but what we need
to do...is hold still and put the skills we have already learned into action."1
Mental Outs
When I want to run, I bargain with myself by breaking the terrifying task down into its
smallest bits. Today I said to myself, I'll just do this small patch on the dog's side. The
next thing I knew, I was mixing new colours for the underside of the belly and the
inside of the leg in part shadow - the very parts I wasn't sure I'd know how to tackle.
That launched me on another hour of painting.
I thought, The sun's on the ridge of her spine. I'll just block in those lighter colours and stop
for the day. Then I saw how to capture the red tones adjacent to those lighter colours.
Completing that step gave me the courage to do one of the back legs and the forward
curve of the hip and knee, then the tail, then the other hip and leg. That's when I
nally called it a day. What could have ended as a mere half hour of painting turned
into a three-hour session.
Time Away
Do you nd that the desire to quit too soon is worse when you've missed a day or
more of your creative practice? When I'm in a routine of daily painting, I slip easily into
ow, and don't feel the same trepidation. I paint boldly, and my attitude shifts to: I can
do this. I can hold the tension.
1 Katz,
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Writing Career Coach. Blue Ash, OH: Writer's Digest Books.

BOOKSHELF
The Power of Meaning: Crafting a Life That Matters
by Emilia Esfahani Smith

Viking, 2017

The four pillars of meaning, according to Smith, are belonging, purpose,
storytelling and transcendence. I often ask my coaching clients to consider the
value of finding their tribe: a group of like-minded souls with whom they can
enjoy mutual support and understanding. As Smith puts it, "When other people
think you matter and treat you like you matter, you believe you matter, too." The
tribe can also help you believe your creative work matters.
In the chapter on purpose, the author quotes theologian Frederick Buechner, who
said vocation lies "where your deep gladness and the world's deep hunger meet."
Adopting a mindset of service to others, Smith says, can invest any task with
meaning. "When we reframe our tasks as opportunities to help others, our lives
and our work feel more significant."
Smith's research draws from neuroscience, anthropology, psychology, the arts,
astronomy and even mythology. She illuminates the difference between a life
spent pursuing happiness and one devoted to crafting meaning.

BRIGHT IDEAS
Getting to Organized
Look around your workspace. Does it look like the aftermath of a paper storm? Do you
have to scramble to nd manuscripts, jottings about painting ideas or records of
where you've submitted your work? Where did your notes on that last audition
disappear to?
Instead of procrastinating as you imagine the overwhelm of a month-long cleaning
and organizing blitz, pick one small thing that would immediately improve the look
and feel of your space.
You could start with some dollar-store binders that you label Ideas, Submissions,
Project Notes, etc. Think up as many categories as you need. Digital les are great, but
sometimes low-tech methods help you get organized more quickly. That's session one.
Spend ve minutes one day grabbing a random pile of paper and slotting each sheet
into the relevant binder. Don't worry about whether the information is typed or
scrawled on torn-o envelope aps. Just get each piece of paper into the right binder.
End of session two.
Continue with ve-minute sorting and ling sessions and you'll soon make a
noticeable dent in the chaos. Celebrate every inch of cleared surface, then decide on
your next small step.

COACHING NEWS
I'll be at the Tall Ships festival in Digby, Nova Scotia on August 15 and 16. Drop by for a
taste of what creativity coaching is all about. I'd love to meet you and hear about the
joys and challenges of your creative life.
In-person and telephone coaching spots available. Special rate applies till fall 2017.
Please contact me at 1-902-250-0735 or visit www.clarethorbescreativitycoach.com to
arrange a free rst consultation.

WISE WORDS
“We who make stories know that we tell lies for a living. But they are good lies that say
true things, and we owe it to our readers to build them as best we can. Because
somewhere out there is someone who needs that story. Someone who will grow up
with a di erent landscape, who without that story will be a di erent person. And who
with that story may have hope, or wisdom, or kindness, or comfort. And that is why we
write.”

― Neil Gaiman
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